Hot Shopping » by Sheri Radford
For Wee Ones
Ibiza Beach Tote
Tiny tots can carry their own sunscreen
and snacks in a personalized mini tote
sporting animal designs such as a flamingo
(pictured), elephant or shark. Find matching beach towels and wraps, too. At Pottery Barn Kids (page 16).

Keeping Tradition Alive
Leather work may be a dying art, but you wouldn’t know it from the gorgeous
moccasins (pictured), belts, wallets and key chains handmade by Ken Diamond
in his Vancouver studio. He uses only high-quality leather and classic designs to
create his timeless pieces. Find them at The Block (page 18) and Sharks and Hammers (page 20), or shop online at www.kendiamond.com.
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Pucker Up

Count On It

Is it a lip colour or a hydrating
balm? The new Hydra Kiss
colour balm from Montreal
company Lise Watier (www.
lisewatier.com) feels like a lip
balm going on but also adds
a touch of shine and colour,
making lips perfectly kissable.
Choose from Coral Paradise
(pictured) or Rose
Eden at Shoppers Drug
Mart (page 18), London
Drugs (page 18) or The
Bay (page 17).

Brush up on your Roman numerals with the
new additions to Tiffany & Co.’s (page 22)
Atlas collection. Beautiful bangles, cuffs
(pictured), pendants
and rings sparkle in
sterling silver or yellow, white or rose
gold. That’s I for
you, II for a friend,
III for a relative,
maybe IV for
you again…
but who’s
counting?
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Reusable
Sandwich Bags
LunchSkins add a dash
of panache to packed
lunches. Made from cotton, these eco-friendly
sandwich bags dry quickly
after going through the
dishwasher. At Crate &
Barrel (page 20).
Eco-Friendly Clothing
Stylish moms already wear the chic clothes crafted from sustainable, ethical fabrics at Nicole Bridger (page 19). Now their
daughters can get in on all the fashion fun with the recent
launch of Little B. This made-in-Vancouver line of cute and
comfy—yet durable and affordable—dresses and leggings fits
pint-sized fashionistas from six months up to size four.

A Shoo-In
Treat your tootsies to a pair of cool
kicks unlike any others in the whole
wide world. At downtown’s Zelen Shoes
(page 20), you can pick out the perfect
pair of Chuck Taylors, Vans or Zelen
shoes, then customize them with your
own design—anything from a simple
doodle to an intricate photo—for a $40
surcharge. The turnaround time is usually less than a day, making it quick and
easy to put your best foot forward.
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